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A witty, irreverent tour of history's worst plagues—from the Antonine Plague, to leprosy, to polio
—and a celebration of the heroes who fought themIn 1518, in a small town in Alsace, Frau
Troffea began dancing and didn’t stop. She danced until she was carried away six days later,
and soon thirty-four more villagers joined her. Then more. In a month more than 400 people
had been stricken by the mysterious dancing plague. In late-seventeenth-century England an
eccentric gentleman founded the No Nose Club in his gracious townhome—a social club for
those who had lost their noses, and other body parts, to the plague of syphilis for which there
was then no cure. And in turn-of-the-century New York, an Irish cook caused two lethal
outbreaks of typhoid fever, a case that transformed her into the notorious Typhoid
Mary.Throughout time, humans have been terrified and fascinated by the diseases history and
circumstance have dropped on them. Some of their responses to those outbreaks are almost
too strange to believe in hindsight. Get Well Soon delivers the gruesome, morbid details of
some of the worst plagues we’ve suffered as a species, as well as stories of the heroic figures
who selflessly fought to ease the suffering of their fellow man. With her signature mix of in-
depth research and storytelling, and not a little dark humor, Jennifer Wright explores history’s
most gripping and deadly outbreaks, and ultimately looks at the surprising ways they’ve
shaped history and humanity for almost as long as anyone can remember.

It would be all too easy to read this book about devastating diseases with a basso profundo
voice of doom...Instead, narrator Gabra Zackman follows the author's lead and takes a lighter
tone. She is especially effective at capturing the author's use of irony and occasional
expressions of incredulity. This makes the narrative flow more easily and keeps listeners
engaged.-- "AudioFile"Jennifer has a rare ability to make history funny, titillating, and
relevant...Her passion and enthusiasm jumps off the page and makes...Get Well Soon:
History's Worst Plagues and the Heroes Who Fought Them, a most compelling and important
read.-- "Lit Up"Leadership, religiosity, power structures, and science collide...written with
Wright's signature humorous tone, this is a grim but engaging look at some of humanity's most
feared foes.-- "Bust magazine"Narrator Gabra Zackman does a wonderful job accentuating the
tongue-in-cheek aspects of these riveting accounts and will leave listeners with the impression
that some ancient plagues were better handled than modern ones.-- "Library Journal (audio
review)"The author's prose is jaunty, lively, and filled with references to contemporary cultural
history, making this work a well-researched page-turner. Readers will get an intense dose of
history, written in a not-hard-to-swallow style.-- "Library Journal"This well-researched book is a
disturbing, hard-to-put-down reminder that Mother Nature can be a fierce adversary.--
"Booklist"Wright brings a reliably sane and bitingly funny voice to a topic we never realized we
wanted to know so much about: historically devastating plagues! Read this...so that you can
soon amuse your friends with the best dinner party conversation ever.-- "Nylon
magazine"Wright has done her homework...Wright has covered a lot of medical territory with
good information.-- "Kirkus Reviews"Wright...adopts a lighthearted approach...to delivering
sociologically oriented descriptions of history's greatest epidemics...Wright urges readers to
heed history's lessons and to be thankful for vaccines, hygiene, and antibiotics.-- "Publishers
Weekly" --This text refers to the audioCD edition.About the AuthorJennifer Wright is a
columnist for the New York Observer and the New York Post, covering sex and dating. She was



one of the founding editors of TheGloss.com, and her writing regularly appears in such
publications as Cosmopolitan, Glamour, and Maxim.Gabra Zackman is an actress, author, and
narrator who has won several AudioFile Earphones Awards. She was educated at
Northwestern University. A classically trained actress, she has appeared in theaters all over the
country as well as on film and television.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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Frederick S. Goethel, “Interesting Short Histories of Some of Our Greatest Medical Plagues. In
college, I majored in environmental science with a really large amount of public health thrown
in on the side. I studied numerous diseases, from plague, to malaria to Legionnaire's disease.
There were a god number of "plagues" in this book that I had never heard of, let alone
studied.The author goes back to ancient Roman times and moves her way to the (almost)
present day. I was disappointed that there were some disease not covered, but in the epilogue
she indicated that she wanted to cover diseases that had been "conquered" so she left a lot of
things out…like malaria, yellow fever, etc. She did, however, cover an interesting assortment of
diseases which are either still in the back ground to this day (plague) or have been all but
eradicated from the face of the earth.The author writes with a witty style, which at first turned
me off, but as I thought about it, most people wouldn't have been able to handle all of the death
and disease presented without an occasional laugh. And she is humorous at just the right
times.The message from the book is that if we study how we screwed up in the past, maybe
we will handle disease differently in the future, and believe me, there are diseases lurking
around the corner that you have never dreamed of, let alone heard about. Zika maybe bad, but
is nothing next to some of the other diseases lurking in the shadows.I recommend the book as
a wonderful look at diseases from the past in a short ( and not too boring) way. It is informative
and humorous…overall an excellent read!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fantastic!. LOVE. I shouldn't have laughed so much reading a book about
plagues! Ms Wright's style won't be for everyone, but it's a great read for anyone who wants to
learn about how ridiculous and heroic people can be. Her style is colloquial and approachable.
We need more author's that cascasn bring levity to nonfiction. I see her books as a great
starting point to explore a topic and then find further information on the events or subjects that
interest you.”

J. Krejci, “The most fun you can have with plagues!. I will admit to having a slight obsession



with medical history and all the ickiness that comes with it. This book does not disappoint; it's
an entertaining book about a deadly serious subject. The writer conveys the history of various
dreadful diseases with wit and pop culture references, but she never diminishes the horror of
the lives lost. Her research is solid and her passion and humanity are evident in every chapter.
There are lessons we should be learning from the history of these plagues, but unfortunately,
we often don't -- at our own peril.”

Kathleen Pickrell, “Humorous overview of the great plagues. This was an interesting book
about the worst plagues in history, but it was presented with humor as well as historical fact.
This was not an all-inclusive review of diseases that have plagued humans, but it covered the
most well-known. Beginning in Roman times to the current day, the author covered the
interesting diseases and how the deaths of the population were dealt with. It is interesting to
note the treatments of the times as well. The author seems to be an aficionado of Game of
Thrones, which she injected into the writing. It was also like listening to John Oliver's
discussion of events and comparing them to common occurrences. Highly recommended!”

Rosemary Standeven, “Extremely readable and informative book. This is a surprisingly
readable, informative and amusing book – given its subject – and ideally suited to the current
worldwide crisis. Some of the plagues I already knew a lot about (Syphilis and Tuberculosis),
having written assignments on them for my Herbal Medicine degree (and NO, herbal medicine
will NOT cure either of them, I just found the diseases interesting). Others I knew a bit about,
but learned so much more.For instance – the so-called Spanish Flu originated in Kansas, USA,
but due to WWI media restrictions no-one in USA, Britain etc was allowed to report on it.
Spain was neutral, reported the deaths, and so got the blame. The dancing plague in
Strasbourg was entirely new to me.There is a lot to be learned from the genesis, spread and
treatment of old plagues that can be applied to the current COVID19, and the author does not
shy away from scathing comments on doctors and politicians who were more interested in their
own affairs than helping the public. There is also repeated (and wholly deserved)
condemnation of Anti-vaxxers and people who will not listen to the genuine experts, and
believe that they know best, despite overwhelming scientific proof of the idiocy and public
danger of their claims. (“Ask the Aztecs and Incas whether or not they would have liked to have
vaccines available to them. Oh, wait, you can’t, they’re dead.”)One thing that stands out above
all others, is the need for courageous, empathetic, intelligent and decisive leadership in the
face of plagues – something that is in short supply just now (except in NZ and maybe
Germany).Amongst all the death and suffering, there are some heart-warming stories, some
real heroes, and some serendipitous good fortune. The book is ultimately about the resilience
of the human spirit, and about how we can get through plagues, bad medicine and the current
crisis, if we would just learn from past errors.Some quotes I liked:Dancing plague: “is lovely to
see that all the edicts related to helping the suffering people. The community did not want their
fellow neighbors to die and were experimenting on many fronts to help the afflicted. Today we
still have outbreaks where we become so fearful for ourselves that we forget all about our
neighbors. The people of Strasbourg were ahead of their time in their regard for one another.
… there is never a situation where care and attentiveness by the community is a bad
thing.”Cholera: “He became such a firm convert to Snow’s theory that until his death
Whitehead kept over his desk a portrait of Snow, which, he noted, “ever serves to remind me
that in any profession the highest order of work is achieved not by fussy demand for ‘something
to be done,’ but by patient study of the eternal laws.””“The best-case scenario when it comes to



the outbreak of a disease is that the community will rally around the afflicted. It will tend to
them gently; it will raise funds; it will do whatever is necessary to allow the people stricken with
the disease to live with dignity while science searches for a cure.”Spanish ‘flu’: “In spite of our
First World desire to believe that diseases are fundamentally exotic imports, the first case of
the Spanish flu epidemic was reported to the weekly journal Public Health Reports by Dr.
Loring Miner of Haskell, Kansas, in March 1918.”“This might be a good time to mention that if
you learn about an airborne virus that seems to be killing otherwise healthy young people in
your area from a reputable medical journal, you are reading very bad news. Go to the grocery
store and start stocking up on supplies immediately. If you have someplace relatively isolated
to live, go there. Doing so might feel a bit silly or paranoid, but, honestly, neither of those
responses would be overreactions.”“We are fortunate today to have organizations like the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health Organization that track how
diseases are progressing and report these findings. In the event of an outbreak similar to the
Spanish flu, they will be wonderful resources.” – WHICH NEED FUNDING NOT CUTS!!!
Lobotomies: “Part of the blame lies with a midcentury zeal for conformity. People were willing
to sacrifice whole personalities to make those who seemed different and unusual more like
everyone else. Some who turned to lobotomies desperately yearned for a cure for their
ailments; others were suffering from nothing more than human frailty.”Polio: “Our main problem
now,” said Thomas Rivers, a leader in viral research who oversaw the clinical trials of Salk’s
vaccine in 1956, “is not that anything is wrong with the Salk vaccine, but that something is
wrong with the people who won’t take it.””

Tanudja Gibson, “A hugely fun and informative read. Pitched at the right level, humorous but in
a good way, informative and interesting. Definitely worth reading - appropriate for all ages.”

MICHEL - BERNARD, “Five Stars. BIEN ÉCRIT, TRES INTÉRESSANT, UN MÉLANGE
D'HISTOIRE SÉRIEUSE & DE DÉTENTE.”

The book by Jennifer Wright has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 495 people have provided feedback.
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